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Anti‑tumor Effects of The Fractions
Derived From Some Cereals
Etsuo ITO
Department of Pathology, College of Health Sciences University of The Ryukyus

A greate number of anti‑tumor substances, being isolated from various sources including fungi,
bacteria, yeasts, higher plants and herbs, have hitherto been reported3>4i6>7>12). They could be mainly
classified as the polysaccharide or the lipo‑polysaccharide group which is thought of as displaying
alsmot the same carcinostatic effects on the transplanted tumors5'21'18XThe carcinostatic mechanism
of those agents has been taken to depend on their ability to act as a nonspecific stimulator to the
immune systems to protect the host from growing tumors3'9‑ 10‑ ll)
In this study, four kinds of cereals which are rice, wheat, Job's tears and barnyard millet are dealt
with as the source materials to find out the anti‑tumor substances.
Among the above‑mentioned natural materials, a few have been used as ingredients of a native
medicine. Especially, the grains of Job's tears have been regarded by the Eastern people as the
materials having the special efficacy for a wart and used by them as a remedy. Also, it has been
believed by some laity that the unpolished rice has the virtue for various consumptive diseases and
malignant neoplasms.
The experiments reported in this paper were undertaken to confirm the existence of anti‑tumor
substances in the grain or the cell‑wall of those cereals through a subcutaneous application of the
allogenic tumor, sarcoma‑180 ascites tumor cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The anti‑tumor activities of the fractions which were derived from the four kinds of cereals, like
rice, wheat, Job s tears and barnyard millet, were determined by the treatment applying those
fractions on the sarcoma‑1 80 solid tumor in ICR‑JCL mice.
As the extraction on the rice and the wheat, the brans were prepared forthis experiments instead
of their unpolished grains. In the case of the Job's tears and the barnyard millet, the whole grains'
were used as the materials for the extractions.
Isolation of the anti‑tumor fractions:
The cereals were heated in an autoclave at about 120 C before the extraction under the pressure at
1.8 kg/cm for 60 minute. Subsequently, the materials were suspended in water and extracted at
about 100 C for 6 or 8 hours. After filtration,those extracts were condensed by rotary evaporator
and prepared for fractionation. On the otherhand, the residuums obtained by filtration were
immersed in the 2 or 4 percent of sodiumhydroxide solution for about 24 or 48 hours at a room
temperature to extract further. The extracts which were obtained by soaking in the NaOH solution
were filtrated and neutralized with the solution of hydrochloric acid and also condensed by a rotary
evaporator. The figures 1‑4 show the diagrams of the procedures of the fractionations of those
extracts.
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Fig. 2

Diagram of the fractionation of wheat bran extract.
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Fig. 4

Diagram of the fractionation of Job's tears extract.
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Animals:
The normal ICR-JCL strain mice weighing 22-23 grams were obtained from Japan Clea Co. Ltd.
Tumor:
The sarcoma-180 ascites tumor was obtained from the laboratory
of Kyowahakko Industries,
Fuji,
in 1975 and has been maintained in the ICR-JCL mice by serial intraperitoneal
transplantation.
Anti-tumor assay:
Each group of ten mice were inoculated about 3-5 x 106 of the sarcoma-180 ascites tumor cells in
the right groin. The treatment with those fractions
was started 24 hours after this inoculation
had
been completed by means of intraperitoneal
injections
with the dose of 5 mg/kg for subsequent ten
days. Inhibition
effects of those fractions against the sarcoma-1 80 were determined by measuring the
maximumand minimum diameters of the tumors every week. The two diameters were multiplied
and presented as the areas of square (mm2) and used as the parameters of the tumor volumes. The
inhibition
ratio (I.R.)
which was calculated
with the following formula was applied to indicate
the
grades of inhibition
of the tumor growth:
I.R.(%)
= (i _A)x100
r>

In this numerical formula (A) indicate
the average tumor area of the treated group and (B) is the
average tumor area of the non-treated control group. At the time of the determination
of anti-tumor
effects, not only the final inhibition
ratios (I.R.) but also the inhibition
patterns which have been
exhibited
by the weekly changes of the I.R. values were determined.
RESULTS
In order to examine the existence
of the anti-tumor substances of those cereals, some crude
extracts from those materials were tested provisionally.
The results of those provisional
tests revealed
the existence of a moderate anti-tumor activities.
Thereupon, each crude extract was fractionated
by
precipitation
methods with ethanol into several fractions. (Fig. 1 -4)
The results of the anti-tumor assay are as follows:
1) Rice (Oryza sativa L.)
The anti-tumor effects of the eight fractions
derived from rice bran were determined
at a dose
of 5 mg/kg for subsequent ten days by intraperitoneal
administration.
The tumors were measured every week and the I.R. values were compaired. (Fig. 5)
Among the eight fractions,
only two fractions
(RBA, RBF) showed considerably
high anti-tumor
effects. (Fig. 5)
The RBA fraction which was isolated
from the aqueous extract gave toxicity
at the dose of 30
mg/kg and all the treated mice with the fraction at the dose of 30 mg/kg were killed by 8 to 10 times
continuous injections.
In contrast
to RBA fraction,
the other effective
fraction
RBF which was
isolated
from the extract by means of NaOH solution does not give any toxicity
at the dose of
250 mg to 1000 mg/kg.
A complete regression
of the tumors was recognized in some animals which were treated with the
effective fractions in 3 or 4 weeks.
2) Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)
The figure 6 shows the weekly changes of the anti-tumor effects of the fractions derived from
wheat bran.
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As a rule, the anti‑tumor effects of the fractions from wheat bran were not so evident. (Fig. 6)
Only one fraction WBG which was isolated from the NaOH extract of wheat bran showed mild anti‑
tumor activities but no complete regression of the tumor was recognized.
3) Job's tears!Coix lacヴma‑jobi L.ノ
The fraction JTD which showed an extremely high anti‑tumor acitivity was obtained by means of
aqueous extraction. Another anti‑tumor active fraction named JTF was isolated from the NaOH
extract simultaneously. (Fig. 7) On the other hand, among the six fractions from Job's tears there
was a curious fraction JTG progressing the grow也of the tumor contrariwise.
4) Barnyard milletrPanicum crus‑galli L.ノ
The figure 8 shows the weekly changes of I.R. values of the fractions isolated from barnyard
millet. Among those fractions, the BMF fraction which was extracted by NaOH solution showed the
highest carcinostatic activity and the BMD fraction was succeeded.
All cases which show a complete regression are listed in Table 1.

Fig 5. Anti‑tumor effects of the fractions
derived from rice bran ( 5mg/kg).
Sarcoma‑180 tumor cells ( 4 ×106

Fig 6. Anti‑tumor effects of the fractions
derived from wheat bran ( 5me/kg).
Sarcoma‑180 tumor cells (3.6 × 106)

were transplanted in the right groin

were transplanted in the right groin

of the ICR‑JCL strain mice. I. R.

of the ICR‑JCL strain mice. I. R.

indicate the inhibition ratio of the

indicate the inhibition ratio of the

tumor against the control group.

tumor against control group.
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Fig 7. Anti‑tumor effects of the fractions
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Fig 8. Anti‑tumor effects of the fractions

derived from Job's tears (lOmg/kg).
Sarcoma‑180 tumor cells (3.5 × 106)
were transplanted in the right groin

derived from barnyard millet ( 5mg/
kg).
sarcoma‑180 tumor cells ( 4 ×10"

of the ICR‑JCL strain mice. I. R.

were transplanted in the right groir】

indicate the inhibition ratio of the

of the ICR‑JCL strain mice. I. R.

tumor against control group.

indicate the inhibition ratio of the
tumor against control group.

DISC USSION

Many anti‑tumor substances derived from natural materials has been known and some of them are
available in clinical use. Most of the natural materials which have been regarded as the source of anti‑
tumor substance belong to the kinds of bacterium, fungi and some higher plants such as bamboo
leaves, wheat straw and bagasse.
The chemical nature of those anti‑tumor substances falls under the category of polysaccharide or
allied substance which has such a characteristic as stimulates the immune systems of the host animal
against its neoplasma.
There has hitherto been no experiment conducting on the grain or brans of cereals as the sources
of the anti‑tumor substance, except the report of Ukita (1961) who separated the anti‑tumor fatty
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acid named coixenolide
from the seed of Coix lacryma-jobi (pearl barley)22'23).
In this study, the anti-tumor activity
of the fractions
derived from the cereals like rjce, wheat,
Job's tears and barnyard millet were tested with the tumor of sarcoma-1 80.
The results of this experiment suggest the existence of the anti-tumor substances in the grains or
the brans of those cereals.
Strictly
speaking, this study is provisional
and the fractions being isolated from the cereals are not
pure chemically.
According to some chemical investigations
on the fractions being isolated by means
of aqueous extraction,
the chemical constituent
was elucidated
as falling under the polysaccharide,
while the fractions extracted by NaOH solution were a mixture of polysaccharide
and sodium salt of
fatty acids.
The transplanted
tumor cells develop a subcutaneous tumor at the site of inoculation
almost equally in about two weeks in all groups. The appearance of the inhibitory
effects on the tumors in the
treated groups was considerably
delayed from the time when the treatment was given. The growth of
the tumors in the treated groups with the effective
fraction ceased or decreased gradually
in three
weeks from the start of the treatment.
Some of the treated tumors regressed and disappeared
completely in four weeks.
Another remarkable nature of those anti-tumor fractions is that the response is quantal in nature,
.as opposed to the tumor suppressive action seen with many chemical agents.
Those anti-tumor
fractions have an optimum dose to display a most effective activity.
In this study,the
most effective
dose of those fractions turned out as little as 5 mg/kg for 10 times and high dose did not show high
inhibitory
activity.
In general, the more effective dose of the anti-tumor polysaccharide
is rather low
and does not reveal a typical ascending dose-response reaction3).
Regard to the tumor-suppressive
mechanism, the polysaccharide
is interpreted
as playing a role to
stimulate
some factor which can inhibits
the tumor by host-mediated
action in the living body.
The mode of anti-tumor action of the Lentinan, a well-known anti-tumor polysaccharide,
was interpreted as an action of cell-mediated
immune response10).
From the fact that the effect of the
lentinan
is markedly reduced by the action of anti-lymphocyte
serum, Maeda (1971)
adequately
concluded
that the mode of the action of the lentinan
depends on the lymphoid
cell-mediated
delayed immunity 11).
The inhibition
pattern based on the administration
of the fatty acid fraction was also the same as
that of the polysaccharide,
and the anti-tumor effects appeared two weeks after the time when the
treatment was given.
Table 1. The number of complete regression
case of each antitumor fractions

N am e of m aterials
R ice bran
W heat bran
Job′
s tears
B arnyard m illet

fraction
RB
RB
W B
JT
JT
BM
BM

A
F
G
D
F
F
D

com plete regression
6 / 10
5/ 9
0 / 10
7 / 10
4/ 9
2 / 10
2/ 7
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In the literature,
there are several reports on the natural oil or the fatty acid which has
tumor activityl'*•EM3.ro,
Nakahara (1922)
has revealed that unsaturated
fatty acids such
linoleic,
and linolenic
acids have a distinct
immunizing action against transplantable
cancer
and that the action is not shared by saturated fatty acids16).
Regarding to the natural oil, Strong (1932)
found the remarkable nature of oil of gaultheria
can delay the time of the development of the spontaneous breast carcinoma in mice by the
of the small amount of it20).

an antias oleic,
in mice,
which
addition

Recently, Arima et al. reported
a fatty acid fraction which exerts significant
activity
against
Ehrlich ascites carcinoma by-intraperitoneal
administration.
That anti-tumor active fatty acid fraction consisting mainly of oleic and linoleic acids was extracted by them from some fungal mycelia1'2).
Although a few suggestion have been made by several investigators,
the exact mechanism of the
anti-tumor activity of fatty acids remains unknown.
Further investigations
relating to the purification
and chemical determinations
of those fractions
are in progress with simultaneous studies of their mode of action.
SUMMARY
Several anti-tumor active fractions
were derived from four kinds of the cereals which are rice,
wheat, Job's tears and barnyard millet. Those fractions revealed anti-tumor activities
against sarcoma180 solid tumor which was transplanted
in the groin subcutaneously.
Chemical constituents
of those fractions were detected as falling under the polysaccharide
and the
sodium salt of some fatty acids.
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